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The strengthening krona may force Sweden’s central bank to add stimulus 
again as criticism mounts that its unprecedented policy moves are threatening 
stability in the largest Nordic economy.

The euro held its biggest gain this month amid speculation that the European 
Central Bank will maintain its monetary policy when it meets this week.

BlackRock Inc. says it expects losses for long-dated U.S. government 
securities and euro-zone debt over the next half decade as high bond prices 
and low interest rates limit returns.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars climbed to their highest levels in 10 
months, while the yen fell, as a surge in Asian equities fueled demand for high-
yielding assets.

18 April

The European Union is planning to step up its fight against tax evasion and 
money laundering as highlighted by the leaked Panamanian documents that 
exposed billions of dollars in assets hidden in shell companies around the 
world.

Nick Taylor, BNP Paribas SA’s head of credit trading for central and eastern 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa, is leaving the biggest French bank, 
according to a person with knowledge of the matter.

Shandong Gold Group Co., owner of China’s second-largest gold miner by 
market value, is seeking to expand overseas to feed rising local demand 
following bullion’s best quarter in almost three decades.

Malaysia’s ringgit headed for its biggest two-day rally in three weeks as Brent 
crude surged overnight and the dollar weakened on poor housing data, 
reinforcing bets the Federal Reserve won’t raise interest rates anytime soon.

19 April

Europe is awash with low-priced natural gas, thanks to Russia and Norway 
using a Saudi-like tactic to hold market share.

Negative rates may become less effective at boosting economic growth the 
longer they’re in place, according to the Bank of Canada.

Qualcomm Inc. forecast third-quarter sales and profit that were in line 
with analysts’ estimates, as the resolution of licensing disputes in Asia and 
increased interest in its newest chips helps make up for weaker consumer 
demand for expensive smartphones.

Indian equity-index futures rose after the benchmark gauge climbed for a fifth 
day and a rebound in oil drove Asian shares higher.

20 April

Almost seven years after sparking the euro-area debt crisis, Greece faces a 
new budget confrontation with its international creditors amid fresh German 
warnings that its long-term success is far from assured.

Ericsson AB Chief Executive Officer Hans Vestberg vowed to accelerate cost 
cuts and reorganize the Swedish network maker after a drop in demand from 
markets like Brazil and Russia weighed on earnings and prompted the biggest 
stock drop in four years.

The world’s biggest oil companies, set to report their worst quarterly earnings 
in more than a decade, are finding their cost-cutting efforts haven’t matched 
the decline in crude prices over the past two years.

AIA Group Ltd., the third-largest Asia-based insurer, said new business value 
jumped 36 percent in the first quarter, beating analysts’ estimates.

21 April

Emirates’ Chief Commercial Officer Thierry Antinori declined an offer to be 
chief executive officer at Air France-KLM Group, saying he preferred to stay 
with the Dubai-based airline.

Buyout firm Cinven Ltd. is the leading bidder to acquire TUI AG’s online hotel 
booking business Hotelbeds Group, according to people familiar with the 
matter.

The trading slump that drove Nomura Holdings Inc. to pare its overseas 
workforce isn’t deterring Japanese competitor Mizuho Securities Co.

Indian companies refinanced offshore loans at the fastest pace in a year last 
quarter, rushing to take advantage of improved confidence in Asia’s fastest-
growing major economy as borrowing costs start to rise.

22 April


